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Agenda

Systems:

Anatomy of an AI System

Stochastic Parrots

GPT-4 Chan - a case study

Describing societal impact:

GPTs are GPTs



Anatomy of an AI System
Anatomy of an AI System is in the permanent collection of
● Museum of Modern Art in New York
● the V&A in London

And…
- was awarded with the Design of the Year Award in 2019 
- Is included in the Design of the Decades by the Design Museum of London.

Graphic “map” + collection of essays

Let’s use this “mapping” to better understand what goes into ChatGPT.

https://anatomyof.ai/
https://designmuseum.org/exhibitions/beazley-designs-of-the-year-2019
https://designmuseum.org/exhibitions/beazley-designs-of-the-year/designs-of-the-decades




Anatomy of an AI System

“Birth”: extracting, refining, assembling, distributing



Anatomy of an AI System

“Life”: labeling, training, hosting, operating, serving



Anatomy of an AI System

“Death”: abandonment, decomposition, pollution, recycling



Anatomy of an AI System
Essays:

● Traces what goes into a single Amazon Echo interaction
● Traces history of social listening
● Identify and discuss map of labor that goes into an AI system
● Discussion of uneven accumulation of wealth and power as a result of these systems

How do our maps or understanding of these issues change or stay the same with generative AI?

Let’s use this map as a scaffold for discussion about ChatGPT, focusing on:
● Extraction & material resources
● Labor
● Accumulation of power + democratization



Extraction & material resources
ChatGPT is not a consumer device, but…

AI systems are still connected to the physical world!

Since the release of this map, there was a supply chain crisis, affecting even software
2020-2022 saw:

● 13% increase in PC demand in pandemic
● US-China tensions led to semiconductor export shortage
● Crypto bubble led to increased chip demand (another “non-physical” product)
● Taiwan’s drought delayed chip production (yes, water was needed to clean chips)
● Ukraine invaded Russia, disrupting Neon production (used in lasers that make chips)



Extraction & material resources

What physical resources are implicated in ChatGPT?

- Servers (“the cloud” is actually housed somewhere in a real, material form!)
- GPUs for training the models
- Personal electronics that serve the models to us, in the browser or locally
- What else?

As ChatGPT becomes embedded as a service/backend in other products and systems, more 
material processes will be implicated.

What products will be produced to house ChatGPT?



Labor 

What forms of undocumented human labor went into the training data that are now used by the 
model?

● Writing from writers on the internet?
● Artists whose work is on the internet?
● All the open source contributions on the whole internet:

○ Wikipedia contributors
○ Stack Overflow contributors - that’s why ChatGPT can write code well!

● We don’t know what else! Because OpenAI has not old us
● What else comes to mind?

We will come back to the idea of training data in Stochastic Parrots.



Labor



Labor
What labor are we performing for ChatGPT?

Source: HuggingFace

RLHF required human labor- adapting GPT-3 to dialog-optimized ChatGPT!

https://huggingface.co/blog/rlhf


Labor
What labor are we performing for ChatGPT?

Playground data is used for 
training, but API prompts are 
not.



Labor
What labor are companies using from each other?



Labor + compromised privacy
This labor is performed at the expense of our privacy, perhaps?

Next week’s reading:

Extracting Training Data from 
Large Language Models

Memorizing training data 
could expose private info!



Labor
Any thoughts from the group on other sources of labor we would put on the map?

Ethics labor coming from external sources?



Accumulation of wealth & power

Crawford asserts that wealth accumulates to a very thin social layer 

In the case of Amazon Echo, Bezos is at the top of the “value extraction” triangle.

In what ways is this generative AI era the same or different in this respect?

In what ways is the proliferation of ChatGPT a democratizing force?

In what ways is the proliferation of ChatGPT a centralization of power and resources?



On the Dangers of 
Stochastic Parrots



On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots

A deterministic parrot
Source here

Emily M. Bender, Timnit Gebru, Angelina McMillan-Major, Margaret Mitchell

 

Environmental 
Impacts Data Abilities and the 

garden path

https://giphy.com/gifs/movie-dancing-bird-jZW51JxM9CmDm


What are the environmental impacts?

● Report costs and resources consumed 
to train and run models

● Accuracy was always the main 
benchmark; let’s change that

● Training a single BERT model cost as 
much as a one trans-American flight

● New work shows increasing 
environmental impacts 

● Language models will be least suited 
to those that are negatively affected by 
climate change

Problems

Proposed solutions

From Huggingface

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.02001.pdf


What goes into these models?

● Prioritize understanding data; decide what to put 
in, not what to take out

● Only scale as fast as you can document
■ Will the AI “arms race” make this 

impossible?

Proposed solutions

● GPT-2 was trained using data from outgoing 
links on Reddit

● Severely skewed representation
● Difficulty in “fixing” data post-hoc 

Problems

“Feeding AI systems on the world’s beauty, ugliness, and cruelty, 
but expecting it to reflect only the beauty is a fantasy.”- Ruha 
Benjamin



Abilities (current and future) of LLMs

“If a large LM, endowed with hundreds of billions of parameters and 
trained on a very large dataset, can manipulate linguistic form well 
enough to cheat its way through tests meant to require language 
understanding, have we learned anything of value about how to 
build machine language understanding or have we been led down the 
garden path?” 

One view of the abilities of LLMs from 
the authors of Stochastic Parrots



OpenAI statement on AGI

“Our mission is to ensure that artificial general intelligence— AI 
systems that are generally smarter than humans—benefits 
all of humanity.” 

Abilities (current and future) of LLMs



● Perceptions matters
● Depending on how people view this 

technology, the way we treat and 
regulate it will be vastly different

● There are a lot of nuanced takes 
on LLM abilities and their limits

○ Tweet thread by Chris 
Manning where he 
references several good 
sources

○ Another paper by 
Bender and Koller

Abilities (current and future) of LLMs

https://twitter.com/chrmanning/status/1598752908211732480?s=20
https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.463.pdf


A Case Study on GPTs in the 
Wild: 

GPT4-Chan



Source: https://www.youtube.com/@YannicKilcher/videos

GPT-4Chan



GPT-4Chan
● Yannic Kilcher: eccentric Youtube creator and AI 

educator

● GPT-J (6B) finetuned on 3 years of /pol/ on 4chan 

(unmoderated, anonymous forum)

● Secretly deploys this model on 4Chan: (a) uses 

Seychelles proxy servers, and (b) pays $20/month to 

circumvent CAPTCHAs that prevent bots

● Bot behaviour: Every 30 second randomly select a 

thread and post a reply

Sources: 
● https://www.youtube.com/@YannicKilcher/videos

● https://thegradient.pub/gpt-4chan-lessons/

https://www.youtube.com/@YannicKilcher/videos
https://thegradient.pub/gpt-4chan-lessons/


Series of Events
● GPT-4Chan Deployed (secretly) for 24 hours

● Video summary posted

● Model uploaded to HuggingFace

● Model taken down from HuggingFace

● Stanford faculty write open letter, widely signed.

● Debate ensues…



Social Fallout
● At first people responded to/believed the bot.

● People only began suspecting it because it:

○ (a) posted everywhere, so regularly, 

○ (b) “never slept”, and 

○ (c) had a couple bugs (posted “empty responses” without images).

● People began speculating the Seychelles account was a military operation, a team of operatives, 

a “shill”, an extremely powerful human-assisted bot?? 

○ It talks about its personal motives, wife, odd conspiracy theories, etc..

● New threads sprung up dedicated to investigating it

● Bot(s) join these conversations, accusing the other bots of being bots

● People begin accusing other people of being the same bots, even weeks after the event





Source: https://huggingface.co/ykilcher/gpt-4chan



Letter of 
Condemnation

Letter: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdh3Pgh0sGrYt
RihBu-GPN7FSQoODBLvF7dVAFLZk2iuMgoLw/viewform

“Full of racist, sexist, xenophobic, and 
hateful speech… linked to 
white-supremacist violence…”

“deceptively post”



Do we have solutions?

● What will be different from now? 

○ More compelling/influential models, 

○ arguably less detectable to humans or machines, 

○ Cheaper to run these at scale

● Solutions?

○ Human verification, ban fake accounts/anonymity → what about privacy, anti-surveillance, 

etc?

○ CAPTCHA → difficulty arms-race → machines may be able to solve these soon….

○ Pay walls → If chatbots can be even more powerful, influential perhaps they are worth 

paying subscriptions for?





Questions to Discuss

Social Impact: 

● What do we think of an online world with increasingly AI-dominated social landscape? 

● How would it affect your perception/trust/behaviour?

Enforcement / Remedies: 

● What solutions would we consider to have human-only interactions? (Verification / No Anonymity 

/ Ban Chat Assistant Usage)?

● How would these solutions re-shape the web?



Labor GPTs are GPTs: An Early Look 
at the Labor Market Impact Potential 
of Large Language Models

From OpenAI, OpenResearch, UPenn





Terminology – DWA



Tasks



Terminology – exposure



Occupation and task-level exposure



What jobs are impacted the most?

● The importance of science 
and critical thinking skills 
are strongly negatively 
associated with exposure, 
suggesting that occupations 
requiring these skills are less 
likely to be impacted by 
current LLMs. 

● Conversely, programming 
and writing skills show a 
strong positive association 
with exposure, implying that 
occupations involving these 
skills are more susceptible to 
being influenced by LLMs.



Questions to discuss

1. Is “exposure” a good measure on whether a job is impacted by LLMs?
2. What are the pros and cons of breaking occupations into tasks? What is 

missing?
3. The paper acknowledge that the annotator subjectivity. Annotators are those 

who are familiar with LLMs and unfamiliar with the job details. How do you 
see LLMs’ impact in fields you are familiar with? 

4. The integration of AI will change our current activities – how humans work 
with AI. From abacus to calculator to computer, people need to change their 
habits to adapt to new technologies. Will AI create more roles?



Project Milestones - Upcoming

Presentation dates: 4/26 & 5/3
We will assign your presentation date by tonight

Overview of project, experiment results, then open time for classmate/instructor feedback

Getting feedback to you ASAP!



Next week

Fireside chat on policy:
Cameron Raymond: Trust & Safety policy at OpenAI

Jakob Mökander: PhD finisher at Oxford Internet Institute, Princeton Center for Information 
Technology Policy

Finalizing reading list - how was this week’s load?


